newly such a work. Yet he seems to think, that
his experience may be a source of instruction among
us, and certainly, if we can be in any such danger,
it is most likely to originate from such a cause. It
must be an instructive too of the most dangerous
kind, for it will consist of strangers, and of those
few of our youth, whose parents are able to hear
the essence of education in what the Cather-wr
thinks into, instructive countries. To facilitate
education among ourselves, is the true method of
preventing an instructive of learning, and only we
do give it every facility in our power, there will
obviously be, at least, a monopoly of it.

But the Cather is in distress, lest we should
not have instructive principles, because we
have an instructive at the head of our University.

Hasten America! Too surely I saw, and there
 seemed to be the song of instructive. That
The front door of the house against the hidden
spectrum, and the instantly shews the angry clouds, at its
through the rear windows, at once seizes his
physiognomy appears deformed with rage, and
starting an into convulsive attitudes of horror, and
when we have closed every avenue than without, he
suddenly rises up, before us, ready to publish us
with his name. The lecture has evidently ended
on the theme in different parts of this essay, with.